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Our IFRS 17 Solution
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It has a replica in excel therefore you
can easily understand & recalculate the 
numbers produced by it. 

Preparation of disclosures and 
interactive diagrams. 

It can be customized for your needs and 
methodology. It is also fully flexible, so
that you may integrate your own new
modules or process.

It prepares automatically the 
decriptive Word reports, which you
can download & edit.

Here are 4 main features of the solution.

is cloud based web application developed in django & python.
It can be can easily integrated in your reporting process.



The            easily fits into client’s existing IT infrastructure.
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This is the methodology implemented.

The ready methodology is waiting for you. Here is the brief overview:

Measurement models
All 3 approaches: GMM, PAA & VFA

Rollforward & bookings
Rollforwards & bookings in PnL, CSM & OCI
Full balance sheet modelling

Measurement purpose & timing
initial & subsequent measurement
different model time steps

2 Loss Component Reversal Methods
based on proportion of LIC to FCF
based on coverage units

OCI for VFA
based on proportion of LIC to FCF
Based on coverage units

OCI for GMM
When cashflows vary significantly on 
financial risk and when they do not.

3 methods of measurement of assets
FVTPNL
FVTOCI with „recycling” of realized gains/losses
FVTOCI without „recycling” of realized gains/losses

Reinsurance held modelling 
Negative CSM
Separate presentation in disclosures
booking of changes in non-performance risk of reinsurer

VFA modelling spefics
hedging of variable fee option
VFA specific disclosures

OCI

OCI



This is how required disclosures module looks like.
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All the disclosures which can be filtered and downloaded.



This is how our interactive diagrams look like.
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Intuitive filters and clear diagrams..



This is how generation of automatic reports look like.
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Users generate HTML report online which can be then downloaded and edited in word .



In this view users push the input used for calculations in the app into Excel Replica and download it.
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This is how Excel Replica functionality works:
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Now users can follow the calculations in excel and recalculate if need. Formulas are structured in a nice way.

This is how Excel Replica is built:
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You can change the heart of the application by uploading the new version of the code.

This is how Developer Mode looks like:

Download new version of the code
together with a small programme which 
„simulates” the app on your local PC

Upload new version of the code
When running the model, specify which 
version of the code you want to use.
The code used for production runs 
must be reviewed.
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It gives you full flexibility. You can use our methodology, extend it or introduce your own. 

This is how the Heart of the App looks like:

The code is in python 3.8
It is written in a clear way, so that it is 
easy to understand & modify by actuaries

If the code works locally, it works 
online as well.
We provide clear instructions which 
variables cannot be modified (if they are 
„connected” to diagrams/disclosures).

It takes 5 mins to install all 
required libraries & python.
We provide clear instructions with videos 
& printscreens.
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Unlimited* number of users

In the solutions offered by competitors you pay extra fee for each user.
In          you can have as many users as you wish. You can quickly add them on your own 
with our user-friendly interface.

*The number of users that can make runs online simultaneously depends on your cloud set-up.  
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4i17 can be integrated into any reporting process thanks to the API.

Automation with API

In standard version we provide ready scripts in node js & python, but we 
can also prepare it in any other programming language on request.
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Architecture of 4i17.
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We use AWS, but we can also deploy it on-premise. 
The default option is multi-tenant solution, but clients can have the single-tenant application if needed.
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Free access to

The access to our actuarial software training platform is included in the price of the solution.



Looking forward to 
hear from you!
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